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Abstract. The article discusses the function of the library in the changing society and educational activity among elderly citizens. The growing number of elderly people in a society requires permanent revision and adaptation to the new conditions of education, social security, economy, health protection areas. Today the function of the library is seen as a multifunctional institution for education, leisure, culture, information and recreation. Modern library through participation in many programmes and projects provide elderly people with training in computer and digital skills, and functional literacy. Participation in library events enhances activity, engagement, participation in society’s life of the elderly.
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Introduction

Ageing of population and the consequences of this phenomenon create challenges that draw researchers’ attention worldwide. The Lithuanian National Programme took the consideration of the problem: “Though many a measure is implemented for provision of active personal, public, professional and cultural lives for senior citizens, these measures do not meet all the required alterations for the welfare of the elderly completely, therefore, there still remains the need to combine efforts to build environment in which the elderly would live active personal, public, professional and cultural life” (National Programme for 2012 European Year for Active Ageing and Solidarity between Generations, 2012).

One of the positive developments in the current period in Lithuania is the growing number of organizations and institutions, which provide adult education, senior adult education, cultural activities and a wide spectrum of services (Zemaitaityte, 2012). Today the key measure in the state policy for the elderly is the adoption of the National Strategy of Overcoming Consequences of Ageing. The National Strategy indicates that: “One of the goals of the national culture is to provide the society and every member of this society, also older people, with the possibilities to take part in cultural life, to choose the preferred leisure activities and to find ways for self-expression.” (2004, p. 23). With regard to this goal every year the budget of the Republic of Lithuania provides support to culture and art projects and programmes, and municipalities give platform for the amateur production and local community outputs. The
important role is assigned to libraries, which are active in dealing with social exclusion, employability, education and lifelong learning issues of adults and take steps in providing conditions for their active cultural lives. Lithuanian Seimas, on reviewing the function of the libraries: authors` nights, book discussions, meetings with the writers, promoting young writers, growing libraries` depositories, and taking into account the immense value of these functions for the development of the society and for the education of the national spirit and culture announced 2016 the Year of Library.

The paper seeks to discuss the role of libraries in the development of adult education in Lithuania, the ways older people engage themselves with these activities; the challenges that libraries meet in providing these educational activities.

The concept and the function of the library

Traditional library (Greek word Bibliothekē - biblion – means book, the ke – storing place) is a selection or a collection of properly indexed, systemically aligned books. Oxford dictionary (2007) defines a library as “a building or room containing collections of books, periodicals, and sometimes films and recorded music for use or borrowing by the public”. In the Law of the Libraries of the Republic of Lithuania of 2013, a library is defined as a juridical person founded in accordance with the existing laws and regulations and acting as such in the dissemination of information, culture, science and education areas and performing the functions of a library or a structural part of a juridical person empowered to act as a library. Jovaiša (2007) defines library as “a cultural and educational institution who stores books, periodicals and other publications, provides for the informational needs of the readers as well as for their scientific, technical, artistic interests, and organises educational activities. It is also an institution for developing a social individual” (Jovaiša, 2007, p. 38).

The key functions of the library are assembling, classification and storing of books, manuscripts and periodicals; these are broadly acknowledged functions of preserving humanity`s memory. Modern definitions stress social and communicative (public dissemination of news, information and documents) character of the library (Mgetti, 2008; Reardon, 2011). Petuchovaitė (2004) lists five key areas that received the most attention in the recent functioning of the libraries:

1) development of information society, embracing information technologies, internet and data bases access, services for the target user groups;
2) development of the educational and training activities as a provision for lifelong learning;
3) development of culture, cultivating traditions in ethnography, museum, book and reading, and publishing functions;
4) social inclusion and community building development, targeted community building services, integration initiatives of disabled groups and other socially challenged groups, fostering of civic education;
5) provision for leisure activities, services for organising events and festivities.

One of the main goals of the library is to disseminate information and knowledge in the collaborative attempt to advance the society intellectually, economically, socially and culturally. Library as a critical actor in organising information, culture and recreation activities, it promotes open and active society. Library rests on the socially contracted principles of dissemination and preservation of culture and scientific information obtained by the humanity in its historical growth. Recent technological transformations caused by the globalisation did not abort these tasks but, in reality, enhanced the potential of the libraries to take part in building economic and social welfare. Lithuanian Seimas, on reviewing the function of the libraries: authors` nights, book discussions, meetings with the writers, promoting young writers, growing libraries` depositories supplies, and taking into account the immense value of these functions for the development of the society and for the education of the national spirit and culture announced 2016 the Year of Library.

The system of Lithuanian libraries consists of: Lithuanian national library, district public libraries, municipality public libraries, research and educational institutional libraries, school libraries (with the exception of higher educational institutions), special libraries and other libraries (Law of the Libraries of the Republic of Lithuania, 2013). Researchers remark that public library type is much newer than research, national, university or school library types. While document storing and preservation for the coming generations, providing for the intellectual and cultural continuity are among the foremost national, research and academic libraries` goals, the public libraries, in the opinion of the researcher, aim at dissemination of knowledge, information, culture and experience for the end users, and for free access to all. Therefore, the mission of the public library is to guarantee free access to information and news for all members of the society, to promote democratic, free and open society (Glosienė et al., 1998).

Today library functions as a complex society oriented institution of education, leisure, culture, information and recreation. To provide full access to information resources the libraries have to network both locally and on a broader scale for internalising and developing technologies of information search and processing. Therefore, a library in its modern mission, in its function and mode of operation is a hybrid social institution, open and responsive to the changing
needs of the society and sensitive to its own internal transformations. As noticed by Kirtiklienė (2008), the library function is influenced not only by the Lithuanian laws and programmes alone but also by the modifications in the model of the developing society and in habits of life. To meet the new goals for the library it is far from suffice to have a library per se with full depositories and to remain passive until someone will make avail of those. From the institution that stays passive and its function in society is rather lateral, the library turns into an active player on the social scale (Evans & Ward, 2003; Petuchovaitė, 2004).

Though library traditions are set and they are observed, library development indicates that the capacity to change with the changing society needs, market situation and, in particular, with the new technologies is indispensable condition for the library existence. As is stated by researchers (Petuchovaitė, 2004; Lamanauskienė, 2006), the fundamental modernisation is a principal condition for advance development and for effective cooperation with local self-governing bodies. Partnership of successful libraries includes partner cooperation with local self-governing institutions and participation in the networks of other institutions and individuals. Lithuanian public library system connects 60 municipality public libraries with 1340 branch libraries and five district libraries (Statistikos Departamentas, 2014). Administration of the libraries is handed over to local municipalities and this allows developing decentralised management of libraries. This situation causes greater diversity of library services and roles, conditioned by the library potential and by the community interests (Senkus, 2007). The strengthening of public relations allow to maintain adequate relations with all stakeholder groups, to provide an actual image of the library activities and possibilities, to respond to the requirements of the organisations and enterprises.

One of the key goals of the modern library is client satisfaction. The key attention directed towards the end user is indicative of the general trend of societal development. The end user may come to the library guided by many informational needs. The individual seeks to issue a book or find some literature on a certain topic, to deal with some indistinct informational need and at the same time the individual might pick a book for a weekend, review an exhibition, use computer or just list through the newspapers. Library employees familiar with their social, economic and cultural environment are apt to construct different library function areas (Kirtiklienė, 2008). UNESCO Manifesto of Public Libraries (1994) stresses that constructive cooperation and democratic growth depends on education, open and limitless opportunities to gain knowledge, free use of information and cultural assets.

Current moment in history for the librarians has become a critical revision period for the library’s mission, functional upgrading and for the identification
of their own niche in the ever changing society. The modifications in academic function, science integration, development of science and technologies, speedy growth of information and communication technologies, dominating input of the market are the main reasons for initiation of the change of traditional libraries (Duobinienė et al., 2004).

**Library assisted adult education**

An adult individual guided by the need to know comes to a library as to an institution of informal education with the intention to develop intellectual and creative powers, planning for wider social acclaim, denser communication, self-realisation. This adult individual seeks to learn because his learning goals are shaped by self-education. Self-education, as a most individualised cognitive activity, develops an all-sided, harmonious personality and helps in one’s societal establishment (Tight, 2007; Žemaitaitytė, 2012). However, Lithuania is still dominated by the valuation of education which provides formal qualification supported by some sort of diploma, while education which is based on an individual initiative of the learner and related to the cultural and personal development often is not regarded as education at all. M. Teresevičienės (1999) states “we tend to ignore or not to regard as educational activities and, consequently, not to collect statistical data about education leading to individual development and based on the individual initiative of the citizens and, clearly, contributing to the growth of lifelong learning” (Teresevičienė, 1999, p. 115). Thus, learning may take place outside specially geared educational environment (educational and learning institutions), it may happen in the environment other than educational: in libraries, culture institutions, non-educational institutions, open areas. As is marked by Longworth (2007, p. 119), “culture institutions, museums, art galleries and libraries adapting to the Lifelong Learning age requirements undergo stunning transformations”. N. Longworth (2007) indicates that three crucial factors that motivate adults to learn are easy acceptance, secure environment, positive assessment of the possessed skills and abilities, and the excitement to continue studies. All this, without doubt, adults find under the roof of a library.

It is important to draw attention to the fact that libraries are often seen as participating in the education which is interpreted and analysed as functional literacy development – both in children and in adults, and as promotion of reading. Traditionally literacy was seen as individual ability to write, read and show numerical skill, and it was associated with school and education. However, recent decades brought up the strand of New Literacy, when literacy is interpreted as a multiple phenomenon, its social and functional aspects are particularly stressed, i.e. literacy is seen as the individual capacity to carry out
writing tasks in the attempt to perform certain social functions in the community (Tamošiūnaitė, 2013). In A. Wagner’s & R. Kozma’s (2005) view literacy in information society indicates that apart from the understanding of a text, one needs to use information communication technologies for the information search, analysis, evaluation and apply all for dealing with problems and in construction of new knowledge. This gives ground for the appearance of the information literacy term, which is most often identified as “an ability to find, assess and apply different information, ability to learn, understand and know the ways of storing information” (Glosienė, 2006, p. 186). Researchers (Feist & McDougall, 2013; Watering, 2006) highlight multiple effects of new technologies on humanity: they are related to the developing of material and spiritual values, social and cultural environment.

Researchers (Mockus et al., 2013; Miežytė-Tijūšienė & Bulotaitė, 2012) stress that social activity as a form of active life contributes to the wellbeing of an elderly individual. Scientific research data show that social activity and inclusion is very useful to elderly people since they diminish risks of mortality, boost daily function, may assist in protecting and maintaining psychic health. In A. Mockus’ view (2013, p. 342), “educational and social activity group interventions directed towards specific groups may reduce social exclusion and solitude among elderly people”. Interpersonal relations and engagement into activities are very important social factors in building life satisfaction in elderly people. A. Samėnas (1995) remarks that educating the readers, forming and developing a reader’s individuality, supporting effectiveness of reading are joint library and readers’ activities. The society in its appreciation of the information and communication, seeks to involve more citizens in the function of a library, and to develop quality readers. Though a library alone is not capable to deal with this task (not all citizens are readers at the library), yet, in the opinion of A. Samėnas (1995) libraries make the strongest part in the development of the readers, since they dispose of the richest resources and opportunities to impact upon the reading contents and manner; they are also the place for informal communication. To let an individual feel independent, active, responsible citizen and enjoy the individual growth, have better professional career opportunities an individual requires informational communication competence and functional literacy skills. However, one of the modern demographic crises features is diverse digital literacy levels among citizen groups (Selwyn et al., 2014).

By announcing 2012 a European Year for Active Ageing and Solidarity between Generations European Commission directed attention to the global societal ageing phenomenon and its consequences. European Commission encouraged European Union member countries to look deeper into global societal ageing and approach it as an area of untapped societal resources. By promoting activity of the elderly people through their engagement and
involvement in the life of society and enhancing their opportunities of independent life their input into society is emphasised; elderly citizens can take an active part in the life of the society and establish links between generations. These goals are observed by supporting elderly people’s functional literacy on the European Union level and on the national level. Through implementation of different programmes and projects the elderly people acquire opportunities to augment their computer skills, numerical abilities and stretch their functional literacy, their activity, engagement; participation in societal life is supported.

The opportunity to use information technologies and the required information competencies should not depend on gender, age, income no place of residence, however, Universal Computer Literacy Survey carried out in 2009 in Lithuania showed that an average computer user in the country is a young, educated, employed citizen with an income larger than average. (Kalvaitis, 2009). Computer was not used or seldom bussed by an elder, mostly retired citizen. The Survey showed that functional literacy of the elder people in Lithuania is rather low (Kalvaitis, 2009).

More recent research indicates improvement of this situation. According to the Department of Statistics data in 2011 in Lithuania 63 percent of citizens aged 16 – 74 used computers, in the age group 65–74 years old 12 percent of citizens were able to use computer; in 2013 almost 69 percent of citizens aged 16 –74 used computer. In 2013, 15.1 percent in the age group of 65–74 years old used computer (Informacinëtechnologijos, 2013). This positive tendency in Lithuania appeared, among other factors, due to the project “Libraries for the Progress” which was implemented according to the international tripartite agreement among the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Lithuania, Lithuanian National MartynasMažvydas Library and Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. By supporting and applying to use the resources of public libraries it was aimed to motivate Lithuanian citizens to have better library access and to use different information technologies. Within several years Lithuanian public libraries developed into institutions that take active part in dealing with citizens’ digital exclusion. 1276 public libraries participated in the project “Libraries for the Progress”, among these the central public libraries, rural and urban public libraries and their subdivisions took part. 891 libraries out of the total number were supplied with technical equipment for the public internet access stations and for other electronic services provision (Bibliotekospažangai, 2012). Almost over the whole territory of the country (cities and rural territories) citizens gained physical access to computers and internet. Individuals who do not possess a computer or have no access to the Internet at home can find a free public access point to such technology within a distance of 5 – 7 km on the premises of a library. In the attempt to equal off the unevenness of the infrastructure and to give the population equal IT access a large portion of
computers and other technical equipment was stored in the libraries. This projected activity gave results, in 2011 technical divide between urban and rural libraries practically disappeared. 52 percent of rural area libraries participating in the project “Libraries for the Progress” provided public internet in 2008, in 2011 the number of such libraries grew to reach 97 percent (Bibliotekospažangai, 2012). Internet users in rural libraries made avail of Internet services more often. In 2009 rural public library branches provided free Internet services to about 20 percent of the users; in 2011 this number grew to 28 percent. Urban libraries, which in their majority could use public Internet access before the project, also showed a considerable though numerically smaller growth from 88 to 99 percent (Bibliotekospažangai, 2012). A marked change was brought into library work by the participation of librarians in the training courses and following computer literacy (information, digital etc.) trainings for Lithuanian citizens organised in Lithuanian libraries. In 2009 for providing in-service librarian training a network of training centres involving qualified professionals consulted users on a daily basis for the development of digital skills and their upgrading both in the urban and rural areas. 11 centres opened 222 study places, half of these were mobile. Library employees after taking digital literacy courses organised by these centres called computer skills courses for the library users themselves. In total, 2700 library employees took part in the courses organised by the project “Libraries for the Progress”, over 75 thousands citizens took part in the library courses organised by the librarians. In 2011 library digital literary courses were attended by a number of disabled, unemployed and rural dwellers 4 times exceeding the previous years, the number of retired people exceeded previous number 5 times (Bibliotekospažangai, 2012). In some places, making avail of mobile computer classes, the courses were organised outside library premises, for example relocating them into the rural community premises. However, the significance of the project for librarians and for the library users did not lay solely in the technological equipment provided and installed by the project “Libraries for the Project” implementation activities. No less significant is the fact that the project activities involved updating and modernising many library structures (Bibliotekospažangai, 2012).

In 2014 the project “Libraries for the Project 2” team and Lithuanian National Martynas Mažvydas Library (Kokybinis bibliotekų vaidmens pokyčio tyrimas, 2014) carried out a quantitative research into library function change. For the research purposes library directors and project coordinators were interviewed. The results showed how the library role, status and place in society have changed over the period of 5 to 10 years: the change stretches from the location where the books are issued to a multifunctional complex with diverse activities. In discussion about the future of the library two broad areas of change
were identified – changes following the societal alterations, i.e. library as an institution responds to the common and group interests; and library as an educational and training institution, in that case library will change at a greater speed than the whole society and the social environment.

Conclusions

By way of concluding, we may point to the emerging new model of the library as a multifunctional complex. Within the context of the societal transformation the key mission of the library and its functional priorities refurbish themselves, the function of the provision of information and digital literacy surfaces to the top addressing the needs of elderly people, in particular. These changes are determined by the society experiencing changes life needs. Within the context of radical changes in society and in the field of information services libraries are searching for the new models of function and structure to match the scope of needs of the end users and to put technology to quality service provision. Most importantly libraries develop into guarantors of democracy in the information society, and of free information and knowledge access and dissemination.
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